"Let's provide you with a
superior User Experience
delivering Ease-of-Mind."
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Thank you for choosing and using Electrolux home appliances.
Electrolux Group of Sweden is one of the world’s largest home appliances companies. With more than 65 million Electrolux
products being used by millions of households worldwide each year, it is also the world’s largest manufacturer of kitchen
electrical appliances. The group has sold more than 55 million kitchen products, which is equivalent to the combined heights of
5 Mount Everest. Besides that, more than 2/3 of the world’s star hotels use Electrolux professional kitchen equipment.
Clearly, the excellent achievement of Electrolux over the last 80 years has been widely recognized by 450 million families all over
the world. Now, we are pleased to make some of the best products from this renowned brand available to consumers in
Southeast Asia. To us, not only is Electrolux one of the most reliable brands in dealing with home appliances, it is also a brand
that promises to bring innovative lifestyles to all families through its cutting edge technologies and excellent designs. For not
only do they add a touch of elegance to your kitchen, but Electrolux products also makes cooking easier, more enjoyable and
something to share with. Enjoy happy cooking now with Electrolux kitchen appliances!
Once again, we would like to extend our heartiest thanks to you for your trust in choosing Electrolux products!
Before installing or using this appliance, please read this instruction book carefully and pay particular attention to the safety
warnings in the following page.
Should you have further enquiries regarding this appliance, kindly contact our Customer Care for advice.
Please keep this instruction book for future reference and pass it on to any future owners of this appliance.
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safety warnings

For the installer
• When used as an extractor unit, the hood must be fitted
with a 120mm diameter hose. Attention: The hose is not
supplied and must be purchased separately.
• When installing the hood observe the following
minimum distances from the cooking top:
electric cookers
600mm
gas cookers
700mm
The hood can be installed above these heights but for
optimum performance it should be installed at the distance
quoted for the appropriate heat source.
• The national Standard on fuel-burning systems specifies a
maximum depression of 0.04 mbar in such rooms.
• The air outlet must not be connected to chimney flues or
combustion gas ducts. The air outlet must under no
circumstances be connected to ventilation ducts for rooms
in which fuel-burning appliances are installed.
• The air outlet installation must comply with the regulations
laid down by the relevant local authorities.
• When the unit is used in extraction mode, a sufficiently
large ventilation hole must be provided, with dimensions
that are approximately the same as the outlet hole.
• National and regional building regulations impose a
number of restrictions on using hoods and fuel-burning
appliances connected to a chimney, such as coal or oil
room-heaters and gas fires, in the same room.
• Hoods can only be used safely with appliances connected
to a chimney if the room and/or flat (air/environment
combination) is ventilated from outside using a suitable
ventilation hole approximately 500-600 cm² large to avoid
the possibility of a depression being created during
operation of the hood.
• If you have any doubts, contact the relevant controlling
authority or building inspector’s office.
• Since the rule for rooms with fuel burning appliances is
“outlet hole of the same size as the ventilation hole”, a hole
of 500-600 cm², which is to say a larger hole, could
reduce the performance of the extractor hood.
• If the hood is used in its recirculation mode, it will operate
simply and safely in the above conditions without the need
for any of the aforementioned measures.
• When the hood is used in its extraction mode, the
following rules must be followed to obtain optimal
operation:
- short and straight outlet hose.
- keep bends in outlet hose to a minimum.
- never install the hoses with an acute angle, they must
always follow a gentle curve.
- keep the hose as large as possible (preferably the same
diameter as the outlet hole).

- the length should be no more than:
3 metres with one 90° bend
2 metres with two 90° bends
Bends of more than 90° will reduce the efficiency of the
hood and reduce the airflow.
• Failure to observe these basic instructions will drastically
reduce the performance and increase the noise levels of
the extractor hood.

For the user
• The cooker hood is designed to extract unpleasant odours
from the kitchen, it will not extract steam.
• Always cover lighted elements to prevent excess heat
from damaging the appliance. In the case of oil, gas and
coal fired cookers it is essential to avoid open flames.
• Also, when frying, keep the deep frying pan on the cooker
top/cooker under careful control.
• The hot oil in the frying pan might ignite due to
overheating.
• The risk of self-ignition increases when the oil being used
is dirty.
• It is extremely important to note that overheating can
cause a fire.
• Never carry out any flambé cooking under the hood.
• Always disconnect the unit from the power supply
before carrying out any work on the hood, including
replacing the light bulb
(take the cartridge fuse out of the fuse holder or switch off
the automatic circuit breaker)
• It is very important to clean the hood and replace
the filter at the recommended intervals. Failure to do
so could cause grease deposits to build up, resulting
in a fire hazard.
• The appliance is not intended for use by young children or
infirm persons without supervision.
• Older children must be supervised if using the appliance.
• Young children should be supervised to ensure that they
do not play with the appliance.

WARNING:Ensure that the appliance is switched off before
replacing the lamp to avoid the possibility of electric
shock.

installation

Unpacking
Check that the cooker hood has no damages. Transportation
damages should immediately be reported to the company
responsible for the transportation.

The hood is to be mounted on the wall. When installed, the
hood must be not less than 60cm above electric burners or
70cm above gas or mixed-fuel burners.

Electrical connection (not for UK)
Safety warnings for the electrician
Before connecting the appliance to the power supply, check
that the voltage indicated on the rating plate corresponds to
the mains power supply available. Appliances fitted with a
plug can be connected to any standard power socket within
easy access.
Should it be necessary to provide a fixed connection, the
hood must only be installed by an electrician authorized by
the local electricity board. When installing, an omnipolar
disconnector with a distance of at least 3mm between
contacts must be provided.
Fixed connection of the appliance must only be carried out by
an authorized electrician.

Electrical connection (for UK only)
Safety warnings for the electrician
Connect the hood to the mains supply via a double pole
switch which has 3mm minimum separation between the
contacts.
The switch must be accessible at all times.
The following is valid in the United Kingdom only:
• The wire which is coloured green and yellow must be
connected to the terminal which is marked with the
letter E or by the earth symbol ( ), or coloured green or
green and yellow;
• The wire which is coloured blue must be connected to
the terminal which is marked with the letter N or
coloured black, • The wire which is coloured brown must be connected
to the terminal which is marked with the letter L or
coloured red.
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ELECTRIC

Location

700

GAS

Damages, faults and eventually missing details should
immediately be reported to the retailer. Take care of the
packing materials so that small children cannot play with
them.
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installation

Installation using the supplied drawer facia

40

5

134

Standard ducted installation calls for a door extension of
134mm whether the clients opts to use the supplied draw
facia of the same dimensions as that supplied.

Setting of circulation air door - single fan models

EXHAUST

RECIRCULATE

IMPORTANT:Set circulating modes before installing the hole plugs.

5
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NOTE:
If the Rangehood is to be vented using the recirculating vent
rather than standard ducting, the supplied drawer facia is not
to be used and must be replaced with a client specific
custom facia.
The custom drawer facia must be a minimum of 70mm deep
as air expelled through the recirculating vent must be
deflected upwards.

104

Recirculating vent installation

Setting of circulation air door - dual fan models

EXHAUST

RECIRCULATE
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maintenance and care

IMPORTANT:The hood must always be disconnected from the
electricity supply before beginning any maintenance
work.

Cleaning the hood
• Clean the outside of the hood using a damp cloth and a
solution of water and mild washing up liquid.
• Never use corrosive, abrasive or flammable cleaning
products or products containing bleach.
• Never insert pointed objects in the motor’s protective grid.
• Only ever clean the switch panel and filter grill using a
damp cloth and mild washing up liquid.
• It is extremely important to clean the unit and change the
filters at the recommended intervals. Failure to do so will
cause grease deposits to build up that could constitute a
fire hazard.

Hand washing
Soak grease filters for about one hour in hot water with a
grease-loosening cleaner, then rinse off thoroughly with hot
water. Repeat the process if necessary. Refit the grease
filters when they are dry.
Dishwasher
Place grease filters in the dishwasher. Select most powerful
washing programme and highest temperature, at least 65°C.
Repeat the process. Refit the grease filters when they are
dry. When washing the metal grease filter in the dishwasher a
slight discolouration of the filter can occur, this does not have
any impact on its performance.
Clean the inner housing using a hand hot solution only (never
use caustic detergents, abrasive powders or brushes).

To replace light globes
1. Open drawer and remove ﬁlter frame.
2. Turn mains switch off before removing lamp.
Replace with 40W maximum E14 candle lamp. Depending
on model will require 1 or 2 globes.

Metal grease filter
• The purpose of the grease filters is to absorb grease
particles which form during cooking and it must always be
used, either in the external extraction or internal
re-circulation function.
Attention: the metal grease filters must be removed
and washed, either by hand or in the dishwasher,
every four weeks.

Removing the metal grease filters
Mains Switch

1.
2.
3.
4.

Slide filter tray forward 1cm.
Swivel filter tray down.
Pull filter tray out.
Turn off mains switch before cleaning drawer and cooker
hood body.

WARNING:Failure to observe the instructions on cleaning the unit
and changing the filters will cause a fire hazard. You
are therefore strongly recommended to follow these
instructions.
The manufacturer declines all responsibility for any
damage to the motor or any fire damage linked to
inappropriate maintenance or failure to observe the
above safety recommendations.
Press
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Toll Free: 1800-58-88-99
Tel: (+84 8) 910 5465
Electrolux Vietnam Ltd.
AB Tower, 9th Floor 76 Le Lai Street, District 1,
Ho Chi Minh City

